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Abstra t
A new method for digital true random number generation based on asyn hronous
logi

ir uits with feedba k is introdu ed. In parti ular, a

so- alled Fibona

on rete te hnique using the

i and Galois ring os illators is developed and experimentally tested

in FPGA te hnology. The generated random binary sequen es inherently have a high
speed and a very high and robust entropy rate in
for digital random number generators.

omparison with previous proposals

A new method for digital post-pro essing of

random data based on non-autonomous syn hronous logi
introdu ed and a

ir uits with feedba k is also

on rete te hnique using a self- lo k- ontrolled linear feedba k shift

register is proposed. The post-pro essing

an provide both randomness extra tion and

omputationally se ure speed in rease of input random data.
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Introdu tion

In many appli ations of omputers and other ele troni devi es there is a need for a physi al
sour e of true random numbers, for example, in omputer simulations of various probabilisti
algorithms, omputer games, and, most notably, in ryptographi algorithms and proto ols
whose se urity relies on the ability to generate unpredi table se ret keys. In addition, highspeed truly random sequen es are needed for ountermeasures against side- hannel atta ks on
mi roele troni devi es su h as the integrated hip ards. For example, su h ountermeasures
in lude random masking of ryptographi fun tions as well as generating se ret keys for the
en ryption of internal links and memories in su h devi es.
The output of a random number generator (RNG) is typi ally a binary sequen e whi h
is required to be unpredi table in the information-theoreti sense. Equivalently, the RNG
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output should ideally be statisti ally modeled as a purely random sequen e, that is, as
a sequen e of mutually independent uniformly distributed binary random variables (bits),
with the maximal possible entropy per bit. A ne essary ondition is that it should be
omputationally infeasible to distinguish the RNG output sequen e from a purely random
sequen e and, in parti ular, to predi t the RNG output sequen e. These onditions are also
ne essary for pseudorandom number generators (PRNGs), whi h produ e pseudorandom
sequen es from a random seed a ording to a state-transition fun tion updating their internal
state. A PRNG is alled omputationally se ure if its output sequen e is omputationally
unpredi table.
1.1

Previous Work on Digital RNGs

For pra ti al reasons, RNGs implemented in the solid-state, semi ondu tor te hnology are
preferable. A onventional type of hardware-based RNGs exploit thermal noise in resistors
and/or shot noise in PN-jun tions, but in lude analog elements and are hen e not ost
e e tive for many appli ations. Another lass of RNG's exploit analog voltage- ontrolled
os illators (for example, see [5℄). A more pra ti al type of RNGs an be implemented by
digital integrated ir uits only. They are usually based on unpredi table variations in the
phase and frequen y jitter of free-running os illators implemented as ring os illators, where
a ring os illator onsists of an odd number of inverter logi gates onne ted together to form
a ring (for example, see [3℄, [2℄, and [11℄). Typi ally, su h RNGs onsist of a number of ring
os illators that are ombined linearly, by using an XOR operation and then sampled at a
mu h lower speed by an independent (system) lo k through a D-type ip- op. The main
disadvantages of this type of RNGs are a low speed and a tenden y of the ring os illators
to ouple with ea h other and with the system lo k too, thus redu ing the amount of
randomness produ ed.
Another type of digital RNGs exploit the metastability of RS lat hes and edge-triggered
ip- ops based on RS lat hes su h as the D-type ip- op (for example, see [8℄). Namely, the
output of su h a ip- op may be ome unpredi table if the input and lo k signals are su h
that the setup and/or hold times are violated, for example, if the data input signal is for ed
to hange at nearly the same time as the lo k signal. The output signal then stabilizes on a
random, typi ally biased value after a random amount of time. The metastability of D-type
ip- ops an possibly be exploited together with the jitter of the underlying ring os illator
signals by using D-type ip- ops for sampling the ring os illator signals. In any ase, the
metastability events are relatively rare and are sensitive to temperature and voltage hanges
[8℄, so that the RNGs solely based on metastability are relatively slow and do not appear to
be very reliable.
A ordingly, in spite of many (patented) proposals for hardware-based RNGs, nding an
eÆ ient and robust method for high-speed generation of true random numbers that an be
implemented by using only logi gates in digital semi ondu tor te hnology still remains a
hallenge. The method should be eÆ ient in terms of the gate ount, a hievable speed, and
power onsumption, and should preferably be suitable for integration in both FPGA ( eld
programmable gate array) and ASIC (appli ation spe i integrated ir uit) te hnologies.
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1.2

Previous Work on Digital Post-Pro essing

Typi ally, every true RNG essentially onsists of two parts, namely, a physi al sour e of
randomness produ ing a raw binary sequen e whi h is random, but not purely random,
and a post-pro essing part, possibly integrated in the physi al sour e of randomness, whi h
produ es the nal output sequen e. For example, ring os illator signals an be used to lo k
linear feedba k shift registers (LFSRs) [12℄ or an be XOR-ed with data inputs to parti ular
ip- ops in LFSRs [3℄, [2℄, [11℄ (or in linear ongruential generators [9℄). In the former ase,
the output signal produ ed by LFSRs should be sampled at a lower speed by the system
lo k, while in the latter ase, the slower system lo k should be used to lo k the LFSRs.
In both ases, randomness is ombined with pseudorandomness, and in the latter ase, new
randomness an possibly be introdu ed by e e tively sampling multiple ring os illator signals
at various points in the LFSR ir uit. However, as demonstrated in [4℄, if the ring os illator
signals are used only to lo k linear ir uits, then the RNG sequen e may be predi table by
guessing the limited phase or frequen y un ertainties and by solving the linear equations.
If the raw binary sequen e has a high speed, then it typi ally has a statisti al weakness
that onsists in the bias of individual bits, meaning that the probabilities of the output
values, 0 and 1, are not equal, and/or in the orrelation of bits that are relatively lose to
ea h other in time. The main obje tive of the post-pro essing part is to eliminate statisti al
weaknesses from the raw binary sequen e in the information-theoreti or only omputational
sense. In the rst ase, ea h output bit should approximately onvey one bit of information
or entropy, and this is possible a hieve only by redu ing the speed. Su h post-pro essing is
sometimes referred to as randomness extra tion. In the se ond ase, the output sequen e
does not have to be purely random, but should be omputationally diÆ ult or infeasible
to distinguish from a purely random sequen e. In this ase, the speed does not have to be
redu ed.
Another important obje tive of post-pro essing is to provide robustness of the statisti al
properties of the RNG output sequen e with respe t to hanges in temperature and other
environmental onditions, and also with respe t to physi al atta ks on the physi al sour e
of randomness. In parti ular, one may also wish to deal with the ase when the raw binary
sequen e is heavily biased. If the post-pro essing is adaptive, this would then imply that
the output speed varies and that it an be redu ed signi antly. Alternatively, one may
keep the same speed, but the RNG output sequen e may then be unpredi table only in the
omputational rather than information-theoreti sense.
Randomness extra tion te hniques an be based on linear transformations only. However,
they may be ome inse ure if the speed redu tion is not suÆ iently large. A well-known
blo k linear transformation is one used in the von Neyman extra tor, whi h, together with
de imation, removes the bias from a raw binary sequen e, provided that the input bits
are statisti ally independent. The usage of more general blo k linear transformations is
suggested and analyzed in [1℄. The te hnique is based on a randomly hosen and xed linear
fun tion, whi h is applied to blo ks of input data, taken from any RNG, to produ e redu edsize blo ks of output data. As the blo ks have to be long, the implementation ost in terms
of the gate ount is onsiderable. By using some known results on the so- alled universal
hash fun tions, it is proven that under ertain onditions almost all su h fun tions give rise
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to nearly uniform distributions of the orresponding blo ks of output data. However, one
an argue that this result is not very meaningful for a xed linear fun tion and also that a
nearly uniform distribution of output blo ks does not imply a nearly uniform distribution of
every (linear) transformation of output blo ks. Further, this sort of randomness extra tion is
not suÆ iently robust, namely, it does not provide omputational unpredi tability of output
data if the entropy of input data is signi antly redu ed by the adversary's a tion on the
underlying random number generator. To a hieve robustness and omputational se urity,
the post-pro essing te hnique should also in orporate nonlinear transformations.
The entropy rate of raw binary sequen es generated by digital ir uits usually is not high.
A well-known te hnique for produ ing a high-speed (pseudo)random sequen e is to apply a
randomness extra tor to the raw binary sequen e thus redu ing its speed and then to use
this sequen e to produ e a random seed for a PRNG, whi h is then lo ked at a high speed.
Su h a PRNG should be omputationally se ure and hen e relatively omplex. For example,
it an be based on iterated ryptographi hash fun tions.
1.3

Main Obje tives and Results

The rst obje tive of this paper is to introdu e a new method and the orresponding te hniques for generating high-speed and high-entropy raw binary sequen es by using only logi
gates in digital semi ondu tor te hnology. A purely random RNG output sequen e an then
be obtained by further post-pro essing of the generated raw binary sequen e. The se ond
obje tive of this paper is to introdu e a new method and the orresponding te hniques for
digital post-pro essing of raw binary sequen es that provide randomness extra tion, omputational se urity, as well as an in rease in speed if required. Both methods should be
implementable by standard digital library units and pra ti ally independent of the fabri ation te hnology.
The main prin iple of the proposed general method for digital random number generation
is to repla e the standard ring os illators by more omplex asyn hronous logi ir uits with
feedba k and thus produ e high-speed pseudorandom sequen es with mu h more inherent
randomness due to more omplex feedba k signals. To guarantee os illations, the statetransition fun tion of the orresponding autonomous nite-state ma hine is required not to
have any xed points. Other onditions regarding the randomness and pseudorandomness
properties of the output signal may be imposed too. In parti ular, two pra ti ally important
generalizations of the ring os illator stru ture alled the Fibona i and Galois ring os illators are developed. As the generated high-speed os illating signal has randomness on the
digital as well as analog level, the independent sampling signal an have a similar frequen y
thus for ing the sampling D-type ip- op into frequent metastability onditions and hen e
produ ing a high-speed raw binary sequen e with a high entropy rate, unlike any other previously proposed purely digital RNG. The te hnique is implemented in FPGA te hnology
and experimentally tested.
The main prin iple of the proposed general method for digital post-pro essing of random
data is to take any omputationally se ure PRNG, whi h is typi ally a syn hronous logi
ir uit with feedba k implementing an autonomous nite-state ma hine, and operate it in
a non-autonomous mode with an input taken from the physi al sour e of randomness. The
4

input should be in orporated so as to satisfy the ondition that, for ea h initial state, the
output sequen e of the PRNG should be purely random if the input sequen e is purely
random. In the binary ase, the input an be introdu ed into the PRNG through XOR logi
gates in a similar way as the plaintext input for stream iphers with plaintext memory [6℄.
This is in spirit similar to the data s rambling te hnique used in digital ommuni ations and
is a generalization of previously proposed linear te hniques (see also [9℄).
It is proposed that the lo k frequen y for the PRNG is the same as or higher than
the speed of the raw binary sequen e, in bits per se ond, and that the speed redu tion,
for randomness extra tion, is a hieved through self- lo k- ontrolled irregular lo king of the
PRNG. Note that a higher lo k frequen y means that some of the input bits are e e tively
repeated. Irregular lo king of the PRNG means that some of its output bits are dis arded.
Altogether, the output speed an be higher than the input speed if the lo k frequen y is
suÆ iently high, without a need to use a separate randomness extra tion te hnique. In a
on rete proposal, the PRNG is hosen to be a self- lo k- ontrolled LFSR in the so- alled
Galois on guration, whi h is simple to be implemented in hardware and yet pra ti ally
se ure in a sense that its output sequen e annot be easily predi ted in the autonomous
mode of operation.
The general method for digital random number generation based on asyn hronous logi
ir uits with feedba k is presented in Se tion 2, whereas the on rete te hniques introdu ing
the Fibona i and Galois ring os illators are proposed in Se tion 3. The general method for
digital post-pro essing of random data based on non-autonomous syn hronous logi ir uits
with feedba k is introdu ed in Se tion 4 and a on rete te hnique using a self- lo k- ontrolled
LFSR is des ribed in Se tion 5. Con lusions are given in Se tion 6.
2

Asyn hronous Cir uits with Feedba k

A generi ir uit for generating a raw os illating signal that possesses the properties of
pseudorandomness and randomness is shown in Fig. 1. A logi ir uit implementing the
state-transition fun tion of an autonomous nite-state ma hine without xed points is operated asyn hronously, without a lo k, by feeding ba k the outputs, representing the next
state, to the respe tive inputs, representing the urrent state. In this asyn hronous operation, the identity fun tion should be implemented by a delay element, that is, by a as ade
of an even number of inverters. The ondition that there are no xed points guarantees
that the asyn hronous logi ir uit with feedba k annot get stu k in a xed state and thus
output a onstant sequen e. The state sequen e is thus ensured to os illate among a number
of states. The output signal is generated by applying another logi ir uit implementing
the output fun tion of the autonomous nite-state ma hine to the outputs of the rst logi
ir uit produ ing the state sequen e. The output fun tion should e e tively depend on the
parts of the internal state that annot get stu k at a xed value.
The amounts of pseudorandomness and randomness ontained in the os illating signal
as well as their robustness depend on the asyn hronous logi ir uit used. To this end, one
may impose a further ondition that the state-transition diagram ontains only long y les
and metastable short y les, so that the state sequen e annot in pra ti e get stu k in one
of the latter. Also, the numbers of 0's and 1's per y le should be approximately balan ed.
5

Figure 1: A generi asyn hronous ir uit with feedba k.
The output signal is expe ted to have pseudorandom properties similar to those orresponding to the syn hronous operation, but also random properties due to unpredi table
variations in the delay of internal logi gates whi h get propagated and enhan ed through
feedba k and possibly also due to internal metastability events. The delay variations are due
to various internal and external noise fa tors possibly through unpredi table u tuations in
voltage and temperature. If the delays of the internal logi gates are not long, then the output signal should have a high speed and should exhibit randomness also on the analog level,
as many transitions annot be ompleted to the full digital level. Sin e the os illating signal
is then a sort of analog noise, further randomness due to metastability is indu ed within a
sampling unit (e.g., implemented as a D-type ip- op), espe ially if the lo k signal, possibly
generated by an independent ring os illator, has a similar frequen y as the os illating signal.
The mutual oupling e e t is eliminated by the pseudorandomness of the os illating signal.
The output sequen e obtained after sampling is the desired raw binary sequen e. It an
have a very high speed and an ontain a high amount of entropy per bit. The nal purely
random output sequen e an be obtained by further post-pro essing to remove the residual
6

bias and other redundan y su h as orrelation, at the expense of a somewhat redu ed output
speed.
3

Fibona

i and Galois Ring Os illators

The general prin iple introdu ed in Se tion 2 does not dire tly yield pra ti al onstru tions
that guarantee good randomness and pseudorandomness properties of the output signal. In
the sequel, we propose two pra ti ally important on retizations whi h an be regarded as
generalizations of the ring os illator stru ture. Both generalizations are based on a as ade
of inverters and essentially onsist in repla ing the simple ir ular feedba k de ning a ring
os illator by a more omplex feedba k in orporating a number of XOR gates in a way
orresponding to the well-known Fibona i or Galois on gurations of an LFSR. Note that
the inverter gates are used instead of the delay elements. The feedba k onne tions are
hosen so as to satisfy the basi ondition that there are no xed points in the orresponding
state-transition fun tion. It turns out that su h feedba k onne tions an be hara terized
ni ely. The delays of individual inverters an be adjusted by omposing ea h of them as a
as ade of an odd number of elementary inverter logi gates. If the number of inverters is
only one, then both generalizations redu e to the onventional ring os illator.
A ordingly, the so- alled Fibona i ring os illator, shown in Fig. 2, onsists of a number,
r, of inverters onne ted in a as ade so that the output of ea h but the last inverter is dire tly
used as the input to the next inverter. The feedba k onne tions are spe i ed by the binary
oeÆ ients fi with the onvention that the orresponding swit h is losed if fi = 1 and
is open if fi = 0, in whi h ase the orresponding 2-input XOR gate is not present. The
feedba k oeÆ ients and the orresponding inverters are indexed from left to right. The
output of the last inverter together with the outputs of the pre eding inverters spe i ed by
the oeÆ ients fi being equal to 1 are then XOR-ed together by using, for example, 2-input
XOR gates to form the feedba k signal de ning the input to the rst inverter in the as ade.
The output signal ould be taken from any inverter in the as ade.

Figure 2: Fibona i ring os illator.
For both the on gurations,
P it is onvenient to represent the feedba k oeÆ ients by a
binary polynomial f (x) = ri=0 fi xi , f0 = fr = 1, alled the feedba k polynomial.
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Theorem 1 A Fibona i ring os illator does not have a xed point if and only if
f (x) = (1 + x)h(x) and h(1) = 1:

(1)

The ondition (1) means that f (x) is divisible by 1 + x, i.e., f (1) = 0, and that the
quotient polynomial h(x) is itself not divisible by 1 + x. It is interesting that the degree r
of f (x) an be odd or even, but it is ne essary that r 6= 2.
Theorem 2 The state-transition diagram of a syn hronously operated Fibona i ring os illator satisfying the ondition (1) ontains one short y le of length 2, omposed of the all-zero
and all-one states, and a number of longer y les whose lengths depend on the polynomial
h(x). If h(x) is a primitive polynomial, i.e., an irredu ible polynomial with the maximal
period 2r 1 1, then there is only one long y le of length 2r 2.

The hoi e of a primitive polynomial h(x) is re ommended to ensure good pseudorandom
properties of the output signal. It follows that the short y le is metastable in the asynhronous operation, whi h means that in pra ti e the state sequen e an spend only a very
short time in this y le.
The so- alled Galois ring os illator, shown in Fig. 3, onsists of a number, r, of inverters
onne ted in a as ade so that the output of ea h but the last inverter is used to form the
input to the next inverter and the output of the last inverter dire tly de nes the feedba k
signal. The feedba k onne tions are spe i ed by the binary oeÆ ients fi with the onvention that the orresponding swit h is losed if fi = 1 and is open if fi = 0, in whi h
ase the orresponding 2-input XOR gate is not present. The feedba k oeÆ ients and the
orresponding inverters are indexed from right to left. The input to the rst inverter in
the as ade is dire tly de ned by the feedba k signal. If fi = 0, then the input to the i-th
inverter is dire tly de ned by the output of the (i + 1)-th inverter. If fi = 1, then the input
to the i-th inverter is formed by XOR-ing the output of the (i + 1)-th inverter with the
feedba k signal. In Fig. 3, the output signal is taken from the last inverter in the as ade.

Figure 3: Galois ring os illator.
Theorem 3 A Galois ring os illator does not have a xed point if and only if
f (1) = 0 and r is odd:
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(2)

The ondition (2) means that f (x) = (1 + x)h(x) and that the degree of f (x) is odd.
Theorem 4 The state-transition diagram of a syn hronously operated Galois ring os illator
satisfying the ondition (2) ontains one short y le of length 2 if and only if an additional
ondition h(1) = 1 is satis ed. The number and lengths of the longer y les then depend
on the polynomial h(x). If h(x) is a primitive polynomial, then the additional ondition is
satis ed and there is only one long y le of length 2r 2.

The hoi e of a primitive polynomial h(x) is re ommended to ensure good pseudorandom
properties of the output signal. One an prove that the short y le of length 2 is omposed
of the two states of the following form. Divide the r inverters in 2n + 1 groups separated
by the e e tive feedba k onne tions, that is, by the 2n nonzero feedba k oeÆ ients and
let the inverter output bits de ne the state ve tor. Then the two states have the forms
 An  An 1    A2  A1  and n+1  An n  An 1    A2 2  A1 1  , respe tively, where Ai is an
2 1
n+1
n
alternating string, i is a onstant string obtained by repeating a onstant i , and i  is a
onstant string de ned by the binary omplement i . All the strings are uniquely determined
by the following rule: if 1 = 0, then the last bit of Ai equals i and the rst bit of Ai
equals i 1 . It thus follows that the transition between these two states is metastable in
the asyn hronous operation, unless maybe if all the onstant strings have the same odd
length, for example, equal to one. In parti ular, sin e the output signal is taken from the
last inverter in the as ade, it is re ommended that the length of the rst onstant string,
 , should be even. For example, this length is equal to two if f1 = 0 and f2 = 1.
1
For both on gurations, the frequen y of the output signal is determined by the total
inverter delay in the shortest feedba k loop, that is, by the smallest index i su h that fi = 1.
So, to obtain a high-speed signal, it is desirable that su h an index i is small, e.g., equal
to 1 or 2 for the Fibona i on guration and equal to 2 for the Galois on guration as
well as that the (odd) number of elementary inverter logi gates omprising ea h inverter
is relatively small. However, the inverter delay for the Fibona i on guration should be
somewhat larger be ause of the feedba k signal being produ ed with a delay not present in
the Galois on guration. A relatively small inverter delay is also desired for the delay-to-rise
time ratio to be relatively small whi h in turn ontributes to the randomness of the output
signal on the analog level. Also note that the internal states ontaining onstant strings of
lengths at least two that start immediately after the points where the feedba k signal is fed
ba k into the as ade are sus eptible to metastability. The Galois on guration is better in
this regard than the Fibona i on guration as it ontains more than just one su h point.
The randomness as well as robustness an further be in reased by XOR-ing the outputs
of two os illators, one being in the Fibona i and the other in the Galois on guration. The
orresponding elementary RNG with a sampling unit in luded, implemented by a D-type
ip- op, is shown in Fig. 4. The lengths of the two os illators minus one should preferably
be mutually prime, rstly, for the period of the orresponding pseudorandom sequen e to be
maximized and, se ondly, for the interlo king or oupling e e t to be minimized. In parti ular, it is suggested that the lengths di er only by one, where the even length orresponds
to the Fibona i ring os illator. In pra ti e, the lengths ould be around 20.
The experiments ondu ted in FPGA te hnology (XILINX x 2v3000-4) by using a logi
analyzer on rm the ability of this RNG, as well as of individual Galois and Fibona i ring
9

Figure 4: An elementary digital RNG.
os illators, to generate high-speed and high-entropy raw binary sequen es. Importantly, this
is also true if the os illators are short (e.g., of length about 6), in whi h ase the e e t
of pseudorandomness is small. The amount of randomness for the same speed is orders of
magnitude higher than for lassi al ring os illators. The type of redundan y dete ted in the
raw binary sequen e onsists in a slight bias of individual bits and in a slight orrelation of
several (e.g., 2 to 3) adja ent bits. As the bias and this type of orrelation are eliminated
by the pseudorandom properties of the os illating signal, this is an indi ation of frequent
metastability events in the sampling D-type ip- op, whi h an then be regarded as the
most important sour e of enhan ed randomness. The redundan y an easily be removed
by digital post-pro essing that redu es the output speed by a small fa tor. The observed
robustness of randomness properties is emphasized by the fa t that in FPGA te hnology we
did not have any ontrol over the layout of logi gates.
4

Syn hronous Non-Autonomous Cir uits with Feedba k for Post-Pro essing of Random Data

A generi ir uit for digital post-pro essing of raw random data is shown in Fig. 5. The raw
binary sequen e generated at the output of an RNG is used as the input sequen e to a PRNG
whi h is implemented as a syn hronous non-autonomous nite-state ma hine. It is des ribed
in terms of the state-transition and output fun tions and operates syn hronously with a
lo k signal. The state-transition and the output fun tions should be hosen so as to satisfy
the omputational unpredi tability riterion: it should be diÆ ult (ideally, omputationally
infeasible) to predi t the PRNG output sequen e when the input is the all-zero sequen e
or, more generally, when the input sequen e is xed. This implies that the PRNG internal
10

state bit size should not be small. The state-transition fun tion an be implemented as a
omposition of a logi ir uit and a parallel ombination of D-type ip- ops, used as delay
elements, whereas the output fun tion is implemented by another logi ir uit.

Figure 5: A generi post-pro essing ir uit.
The input sequen e is introdu ed through an XOR operation, whi h, at ea h time, ombines an input bit with one or more internal state bits, whi h are then fed ba k into the
logi ir uit along with other internal state bits to produ e the internal state at the next
time. For simpli ity, only one su h internal state bit is shown in Fig. 5. These internal state
bits are hosen so as to satisfy the propagation riterion: for any initial state, a hange of
the rst input bit should give rise to a pseudorandom hange of the subsequent output bits,
namely, to a hange diÆ ult (ideally, omputationally infeasible) to predi t. The output
fun tion, depending on the urrent internal state bits, is ombined with the urrent input
bit to produ e the output bit so as to satisfy the randomness riterion: the output sequen e
should be purely random if the input sequen e is purely random. To satisfy this riterion,
it is suÆ ient to ombine the urrent input bit and the output fun tion by another XOR
operation, as shown in Fig. 5. This orresponds to the way in whi h the plaintext input is
introdu ed into stream iphers with plaintext memory [6℄. The PRNG initial state an be
xed or randomly hosen.
The des ribed generi ir uit implements a reversible sequential transform, provided that
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the initial state is known. This implies that any statisti al distinguisher for the input sequen e an be onverted into a distinguisher for the output sequen e, by guessing the internal
state at any time and re overing the input sequen e. Consequently, an important omponent
of the generi ir uit is irregular lo king des ribed below.
The lo k signal for triggering the D-type ip- ops should have the same or higher frequen y as the speed of the input sequen e, in bits per se ond. It an be syn hronous with
a lo k used in the RNG to produ e the raw binary sequen e. The redu tion in speed is
proposed to be a hieved by irregular lo king in the self- lo k- ontrolled manner a ording
to the lo k- ontrol sequen e produ ed by applying another fun tion to the internal state
sequen e. This fun tion should be hosen so as not to violate the omputational unpredi tability riterion and is, for simpli ity, not shown in Fig. 5. If the lo k- ontrol sequen e
is binary, then, at ea h time when an output bit is produ ed, the value of the lo k- ontrol
bit determines the number of times, Æ1 or Æ2 , the D-type ip- ops should be lo ked before
the next output bit is produ ed. If the lo k- ontrol bit is not biased, then the expe ted
redu tion in speed due to irregular lo king is (Æ1 + Æ2 )=2 times. Note that if Æ1 = Æ2 and
if the PRNG is linear, then it may be possible to re over linear transforms of the input
sequen e from the resulting uniformly de imated output sequen e. This in turn may give
rise to statisti al distinguishers for the output sequen e, but the deviation from the uniform
distribution is signi antly redu ed as linear transforms of the input sequen e are expe ted
to involve a large number of terms.
5

Self-Clo k-Controlled LFSRs for Post-Pro essing

A on retization of the generi ir uit from Se tion 4 that is suitable for hardware implementations is proposed in the sequel. Essentially, it is a self- lo k- ontrolled LFSR in the Galois
on guration that is operated non-autonomously. Su h an LFSR is a as ade of D-type
ip- ops where the output of the last ip- op de nes the feedba k signal that is used as
input to the rst ip- op and is XOR-ed with outputs of some ip- ops to form the inputs
of the su eeding ip- ops in the as ade. It is well known that binary sequen es with a
long period and good statisti al properties an be produ ed if the feedba k onne tions are
hosen a ording to a primitive or irredu ible polynomial.
Of ourse, an LFSR, when lo ked regularly, is a linear sequential ir uit whose output
is easily predi table by solving the orresponding linear equations. The linear predi tability
an be destroyed if an LFSR is lo ked irregularly, that is, if some of its output bits are
dis arded a ording to a lo k- ontrol signal. So, in order to de ne a omputationally se ure
PRNG, one an use one or more LFSRs, possibly irregularly lo ked, and ombine their
outputs by a suitable fun tion. Su h, LFSR-based PRNGs are very suitable for hardware
implementations.
The simplest PRNG of this type ontains a single self- lo k- ontrolled LFSR in the
Galois or Fibona i on guration. For the Galois on guration, the basi stru ture of the
orresponding post-pro essing ir uit is shown in Fig. 6. The LFSR onsists of a number, r,
of D-type ip- ops onne ted in a as ade so that the output of ea h but the last ip- op is
used to form the input to the next ip- op and the output of the last ip- op dire tly de nes
the feedba k signal. All the ip- ops are lo ked syn hronously by the same lo k signal.
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The feedba k signal is XOR-ed into the ip- ops in an analogous way as in the Galos ring
os illator des ribed in Se tion 3. In order to ensure the maximal period, 2r 1, and good
statisti al properties it is re ommended to hoose a primitive binary feedba k polynomial.

Figure 6: An LFSR-based post-pro essing ir uit.
The LFSR operates in the non-autonomous manner by XOR-ing the input signal with the
feedba k signal. The output is formed by XOR-ing the output of the XOR gate onne ted
to the output of the -th ip- op, where f 1 = 1, with the output of the 2-input OR gate
applied to the outputs of the j -th and k-th ip- ops. Formally, if one takes = 1, then the
output is formed by XOR-ing the feedba k signal with the output of the OR gate.
The lo k- ontrol sequen e is binary, so that, at ea h time when an output bit is produ ed,
the value of the lo k- ontrol bit determines the number of times, Æ1 or Æ2 , the LFSR should
be lo ked in order to produ e the next output bit. The lo k ontrol an be implemented
in hardware by a ounting logi and another D-type ip- op by using its lo k-enable input.
The lo k- ontrol bit is produ ed by XOR-ing the outputs of the 1 -th and 2 -th ip- ops.
It is suggested that min(i; j; ) > max(1 ; 2 ). Sin e the lo k- ontrol bit is not biased, the
expe ted speed of the output sequen e is (Æ1 + Æ2 )=2 times smaller than the lo k frequen y.
The se urity of the proposed PRNG is depends on the LFSR length r. For the RNG
post-pro essing appli ations, it is suggested that 64  r  128 may be suÆ ient. Also, the
se urity is a e ted by the number of nonzero feedba k oeÆ ients, that is, by the weight of
the feedba k polynomial, whi h is suggested to be lose to r=2. In addition, the weight of lowdegree polynomial multiples of the feedba k polynomial should not be small. In parti ular,
under the assumption that the stru ture of the LFSR-based post-pro essing ir uit is known,
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these onditions should pra ti ally prevent the types of statisti al distinguishers des ribed in
[7℄, even if the input sequen e is heavily biased. The se urity level an be further in reased,
at the expense of an in reased gate ount, by using a number of LFSRs, whi h are irregularly
lo ked in the self- lo k- ontrol or mutual- lo k- ontrol manner.
The proposed te hnique an be made adaptive by making the speed ratio (Æ1 + Æ2 )=2
roughly inversely proportional to an estimate of the entropy rate of the input raw binary
sequen e, where this estimate an be omputed on line by using a simple statisti su h as
the bias of individual bits and/or the auto orrelation fun tion on relatively short segments.
The post-pro essing ir uit from Fig. 6 was implemented in FPGA te hnology together
with the RNG ir uit from Fig. 4 and the produ ed binary sequen es were subje ted to
statisti al tests. For example, the hoi e of r = 64 in the post-pro essing ir uit was suÆ ient
to satisfy the DIEHARD suite of tests [10℄ and standard statisti al tests for binary sequen es
su h as the frequen y, serial, poker, auto orrelation, runs, and Maurer tests. This was the
ase even for the all-zero input sequen e and Æ1 = Æ2 = 1, but then in order to satisfy the
linear omplexity test, we have to use irregular lo king, that is, Æ1 6= Æ2 .
In pra ti e, the hoi e of Æ1 = 3 and Æ2 = 5 may be appropriate. In this ase, the
tests are also satis ed for relatively small r (e.g., at most 30), and are not satis ed for
the all-zero input sequen e. The average redu tion in speed of about four times may be
suÆ ient for randomness extra tion a ording to the following experiment. For a simpli ed
post-pro essing ir uit in whi h r = 1 and Æ1 = Æ2 = 4, whi h is equivalent to taking every
4-th bit of the sequen e whose ea h bit is equal to the XOR sum of the urrent input bit and
all the pre eding input bits, the tests were satis ed for most RNG on gurations hosen.
6

Con lusions

A new paradigm for generation of true random numbers by using only digital ir uits is
introdu ed and experimentally tested in FPGA te hnology. The new method is robust and
an a hieve orders of magnitude higher entropy rates than other known digital te hniques
for random number generation. The main point is to repla e the free-running ring os illators
by new os illators generating high-speed pseudorandom signals with enhan ed randomness
properties on the digital as well as analog level and to sample these signals by an independent
ring os illator signal of a similar frequen y thus ausing frequent metastability events in
the sampling D-type ip- op and eliminating the mutual oupling e e t. The method is
supported by mathemati al analysis. A more systemati and detailed experimental analysis
both in FPGA and ASIC te hnologies is an interesting area for future investigations. A new
method for digital post-pro essing of raw random data whi h an provide both randomness
extra tion and omputationally se ure in rease in speed is also introdu ed.
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